
Genome 562 Winter, 2013
Population Genetics J. Felsenstein

Homework no. 4
Due Wednesday, February 6

Only one question, worth all 25 points:

Suppose that a butterfly species has two color patterns, controlled by one locus with a
dominant allele B that makes a brown spot on the wing, and a recessive allele b that has a
red spot there instead, when the genotype is bb. The butterflies are preyed on by birds, who
form a “search image” which is based on the most recent butterfly of this species that they
have eaten: if it was brown-spotted, they will be eager to eat the next brown-spotted butterly
they see, if it was red-spotted, when they see a brown-spotted butterfly, they will eat it one
1/3 of the time. The reverse is true too: a bird that has a red-spotted search image will eat
a brown-spotted butterfly only 1/3 of the time.

(i) If each bird eats many butterflies and a fraction F of all butterflies of that species
encountered have a brown spot, what will the fraction of birds that come to have a brown-
spotted search image? (Hint: Let Q be the fraction of birds with a Brown search image, and
find an expression for Q′, the fraction that will have a Brown search image after they have
seen, and possibly eaten, the next butterfly. Be sure to include the cases of birds that have
Brown and Red search images, see brown-spotted or red-spotted butterflies, and do or do not
eat them. The frequencies of the two phenotypes of butterfly that they encounter depend on the
current gene frequency p. Then equate Q′ to Q and solve for Q.) We’re going to be assuming
that each bird sees many butterflies during the course of a single butterfly generation, so that
most bird/butterfly encounters will occur after the frequencies of the two search images in the
birds has settled down to this equilibrium.

(ii) Once you have Q (as a function of p), assume that each butterfly is seen by exactly
one bird in its lifetime, a bird which has probability Q of having the Brown search image (and
1−Q of having the Red search image). What are the fitnesses of the two butterfly phenotypes,
as a function of p? What are the fitnesses of the three butterfly genotypes (yes, this is easy)?

(iii) To what gene frequency p does this form of frequency-dependent natural selection
lead? At that gene frequency, what are the fitnesses of the two phenotypes?


